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The castaways elin hilderbrand

On nantucket island, four couples forged strong bonds of friendship. Together they live and love, raise their children, share their dreams. It is an idyllic existence and at the same time very purposeful. The couple have worked hard to create the quality of life they now enjoy and nothing can
take it away from them. Still. Greg and Tess are dead, resulting in what appears to be a sailing accident. They leave behind two young children and six devastated friends who have to come to terms with what happened. For some there is a blame for the last words said or the final warnings
remained unspoken. For others, there is the knowledge that a secret relationship will now have to stay that way more and more. Castaways is a book of that fateful summer, crash and its aftermath, but it's more than just that. It is a look at the precious role of friends and family in our lives,
and how innocent actions or words can change the course of history forever. I tend not to favor family trees or complex relationship charts as a kind of prologue, but I would love one here as my poignancy to go straight into the story was hampered by my inability to keep the various
characters straight. So Greg was married to Tess, who was Andrea's cousin, while Andrea was married to Ed (whom others call the chef), but used to be farmer Jeffrey, who is now married to Delia, and is friends with pill Phoebe, who is married to real estate agent Addison, who has a child
with someone else? It's a bit much and it takes a bit of reading and rereading to cope with it all, but once I figured out who was who and what was what I was captivated by. Don't be fooled by light, pastel colors. It's not a pore chicken lit, but much of a letter with mystery, intrigue, betrayal
and lots and lots of secrets. He has a very mature, set tone to it, and the writing is surprisingly lyrical. Reminiscent of the work of Jodie Pickult, this engaging, challenging read I don't want to finish. Reading it, I really started taking care of the characters, and desperately wanted to solve the
mystery of the accident along with them, and get some closure in the process. There is a clear plot to the story that continues even through the narrator's changes with each chapter, and this is complemented by numerous small detours or tangents to specific events from the characters'
past. It's all woven beautifully, and the strong connections between the characters are clear, no matter who speaks. The letter is lively and vivid, and paints a beautiful portrait of both the island itself and those who inhabit it. As we uncover new secrets one by one, along with characters who

are also exploring these things for the first time, the key question that remains is whether people are willing and able to forgive in order to move or the events of the past will now haunt them forever. Installing Nantucket works well with history. As an island off the northeastern coast of the
United States, it is both part of the country and isolated from it. When Delilah takes the kids to the mainland for a movie night, it's clear that it's a special treat, not a trip they make that often. When the last flight of the day lands and the last ship sailed, the inhabitants of the island are well and
truly cut off from the wider world until the next morning, and this exacerbates the sense of intimacy between the couples, the feeling that they are special created, who must unite to help each other. This book strikes the perfect balance between having enough drama to keep it interesting,
but not so much that you roll your eyes at the improbability of it all. All the characters have their own individual flaws, but, in general, the entitling group, and you can understand why they are friends, despite their obvious differences. Sometimes they can express their opinions, or behave a
little out of character, but again, in general they act their age (30s and early 40s) and the person with it. It's refreshing to read about a group with enough, but not too many problems that take just a tiny bit of sparkle from their otherwise brilliant life. Castaways is a terrific summer read that
has kept my attention and interest from start to finish. It's a chunky book, with lots of lovely pages to plow through, and going great for a long trip by plane, or when you're lounging on the beach. Thank you to the publishers for supplying this book. The house in Riverton may be set in postwar Britain rather than modern America, but has had the same impact on me, as it also combines some remarkable characters with a juicy history and an effective use of suspense. Please share on: Facebook, Twitter and Instagram You can read more book reviews or buy Elin
Hilderbrand's Castaways at Amazon.co.uk Amazon currently charges 2.99 pounds for standard delivery orders under 20 pounds, over which shipping is free. You can read more book reviews or buy Elin Hilderbrand's Castaways Amazon.com. Want to comment on this review? Just send us
an email and we'll put the best on the site. From the outside, a close-knit circle of friends calling themselves Castaways shares an idyllic lifestyle on the charming island of Nantucket, blessed with money, children, beauty and love. But when Tess and Greg die in a tragic boat accident
orphaned by their seven-year-old twins, it sends devastating shockwaves through the rest of the group. Don't miss the news from Elin Hilderbrand ClickIng Subscribe, I admit that I read and agree on Hachette Group Privacy Policy and Terms of Use Greg and Tess MacAvoy are one of four
prominent Nantucket couples who regard each other as both Friends. As pillars of their close-knit community, MacAvoys, Kapenashes, Drakes, and Wheelers are important to their friends and neighbors, and especially to each other. But shortly before the beginning of another idyllic
summer, Greg and Tess die when their boat capsizes during the jubilee sail. As the warm weather approaches and mourns the loss of the island, nothing can prepare McEvoy's closest friends for what will be revealed. Once again Hilderbrand masterfully weaves an intense tale of love and
loyalty, set against the backdrop of endless summer island life. Genre: Romance Related Books by other authors Return to Virgin River (Virgin River, book 21)Robin CarrThe ReturnNicholas SparksHomeKristin HannahLove (Vows, book 1)Sherril Woods Used accessibility for Elin Hilderd
brand in Castaways One book, four couples, eight lives intertwined, six of them - in grief after losing two of their own. Did you get that? It seems to be my daughter's word of trouble from math homework, but actually - it's Castaways, by Elin Hilderbrand. I wonder if an author of this caliber
takes time to read or scan every review of her work. If so, I offer a heartfelt hello! And bravo! You went and made a fan for life. Expect a spike in back-list sales! In Castaways, I identified most with Delilah - one book, four couples, eight lives intertwined, six of them - in grief after losing two of
their own. Did you get that? It seems to be my daughter's word of trouble from math homework, but actually - it's Castaways, by Elin Hilderbrand. I wonder if an author of this caliber takes time to read or scan every review of her work. If so, I offer a heartfelt hello! And bravo! You went and
made a fan for life. Expect a spike in back-list sales! In Castaways, I identified most with Delilah - a dreamer, a persistent lover, a wife, and a mother with feet on a patch of land, usually her stoic, farmer's husband and her head in the clouds. She knows at any moment she can run away,
run away, and yet she stays. Managed. Caring. To love fiercely. Mourning even more fiercely for his friends, lost. And love, unrequited. Okay, so I don't identify with this part - but I have, in the past, and that's why Delilah (who is very close to being a proverb 31 style wife, except that she
doesn't believe in anything but her friends and family) is the easiest way to identify with. I fell in love equally with the emotionally connected Phoebe, on both sides of Andrea, and the men in their lives. Ed who could be my own husband in his relationship with Andrea. Jeffrey -- who loves so
deeply only in his time there. Addison, sweet, imperfect Addison. And, of course, Greg and Tess, everyone remembers. They caricature us all in microcosm Nantucket.As for obviously it's the heart of the author's house, as much as octet passion shows shows love of travel. Nantucket, on its
beaches, is a quaint town square, it's dunes and insulation. Suddenly, this is the place I have to visit someday. A wonderful study of personality, friends, relationships, parenting and forgiveness, Castaways will be missed. Each page should be relished as a fine wine, as exotic flavors, just
remembered. It reminds me that too often we live on the surface. There is so much below, under all of us, that has made us into the people we are. Castaways reminds us of that. From failed expectations, secret hopes, hidden dreams, and in the end, that love is all that matters. Thank you,
Elin! and I'm looking forward to following you from the Castaways, and to the island. Ashley... More Nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess
McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in
mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together,
watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five
phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had
accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly
respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7,
2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Edition: May 15, 2009 You like this Page 2 Nantucket in the summer, summer, plague couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of
Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best
friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable
for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of
sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at
a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow
guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is
irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 3 nantucket summer, four
eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and a possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under
their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild
Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched Children of others In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all
their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the
mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended
consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the
novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May
15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 4 nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their
12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife
Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an
idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were
MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed,
Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has a windfall on surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a
touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review
Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 5 nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess
McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in
mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together,
watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five
phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had
accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly
respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7,
2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 6 nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of (Summer
Deal, 2008, 2008, The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to
break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years,
the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive
Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high
school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty;
slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible.
Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 7 nantucket summer, four eccentric couples,
romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed
Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in
love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; in fact, they seemed to have an idyllic life of friendship on the island, to death and Tess reveals all her dirty secrets.
Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what
happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving
friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so
familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this
book? Page 8 nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved
couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies
after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the
island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an
accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved,
but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they collide dirty dirty their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the
characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24,
2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 9 Nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and a possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from
Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich,
cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's
children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's
phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual
harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot
gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-31604389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 10 Nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and a possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair,
2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard for Anniversary, a beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news
with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples
loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten
teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck,
a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the
messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few
sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 11 Nantucket summer, four plague couples, romantic intrigues and
possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's
police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and
her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. The
toxicology report contains heroin in the blood of the sweet, Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what
happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved, but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving
friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, nothing: Hilderbrand has a touch of master on the characterization that makes the novelist's players seem so
familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this
book? Page 12 Nantucket summer, four plague couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy. Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved
couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning by the rich, cultural Addison Wheeler; his wife Phoebe, pill-popping zombies
after the death of her twin on 9/11; wild Delilah Drake (in love with Greg); and her stoic husband Jeff. Inseparable for many years, the four couples loved and respected each other, rested together, watched each other's children; In fact, they seemed to have an idyllic friendship life on the
island until the death of Greg and Tess reveals all their dirty secrets. Toxicology report finds heroin in the blood of sweet, excessive Tess, kindergarten teacher and mother of twins. Ed also finds five phone calls on Tess's phone from Addison Morning Sails. Were MavAvoys' death an
accident or a murder plot gone wrong? Much of the mystery hinges on what happened between Greg, a music teacher at a local high school, and April Peck, a student who a few months earlier had accused him of sexual harassment. With a few lines pulled by Ed, Greg's career was saved,
but the tension of the scandal has unintended consequences for surviving friends. In mourning, everyone feels somehow guilty; slowly they face together the messy underbelly of their seemingly respectable life. If the plot gets a little stretched at the end, Offending: Hilderbrand Hilderbrand
The master's touch to the characterization that makes the novelists seem so familiar that the revelation of their secrets is irresistible. Great fun, and with a few sharp moments too. Pub Date: July 7, 2009 ISBN: 978-0-316-04389-2 Page Count: 416 Publisher: Little, Brown Review Published
online: June 24, 2010 Kirkus Reviews Issue: May 15, 2009 Do you like this book? Page 13 Nantucket summer, four eccentric couples, romantic intrigues and possible murder, in the last of Hilderbrand (Summer Affair, 2008, etc.). The book begins with the death of Greg and Tess McEvoy.
Sailing from Nantucket to Martha's Vineyard on their 12th birthday, the beloved couple found drowned trapped under their boat. Ed Kapenash, Nantucket's police chief and one of Greg's best friends, is due to break the news with his wife Andrea, Tess's cousin. They are joined in mourning
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